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B.W.Kennedy, M.Lehto, J.Ward and the author; with the OPAL collaboration. Invited talk at the
Reporting work done on lepton production by A.Buijs and C.Sbana and on hadron production by
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scattering with
Singly tagged events (see Figure 1) can be regarded as deep inelastic lepton-photon
seen.
define the momentum transfer q. In doubly tagged events both scattered leptons are
singly tagged events the energy E' and the scattering angle O' of the scattered lepton
Figure 1. Two-photon production of a fermion-antifermion system of mass W. In
2. Kinematics
measured.
of the photon, but it is hard to see how the longitudinal structure function can be
be continuing improvements in our knowledge of the hadronic structure function F 2
prospects for further measurements at LEPI and LEP2 were considered. There will
selection cuts and analysis techniques can be found in the published papers. The
runs. Some subtleties of the unfolding procedure were explained. Fuller details of
based on over 40 pb‘1 of integrated luminosity from the 1990, 1991 and 1992 LEP
OPAL results on the production of muon and tau pairs? and of hadronic final states·,34
clusters from the decay of the two·photon system. The talk reviewed the published
experimentl is used to detect, measure and identify the tracks and electromagnetic
Electromagnetic Endcap or Barrel (>200 milliradians). The whole of the OPAL
or(and) a positron measured in the Forward Detector (47 to 120 milliradians) or in the
Only tagged two-photon events have been studied in OPAL, with a scattered electron
1. Introduction
further measurements at LEPI. and there are important QCD tests to be made at LEP2.
for the first time at LEP. The results at low x break new ground. Prospects are good for
predictions of QED. The hadronic structure function F 2 of the photon has been measured
tagged lepton. The results on dimuon production and tau pair production agree with the
The OPAL collaboration at LEP has concentrated on two-photon channels with at least one
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experiments on gamma·gamma to dimuons·. The solid lines are expectations3233
Figure 2. Measured values of the F 2 structure function of the photon from
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events with an estimated background of 1.7. We expect 36.91 5.0 such events from
Figure 2 agree very well with the expected QED shape. There are 48 doubly-tagged
Carlo sample to correct for acceptance and flux factors. The experimental points in
function I·Q’(x,Q2) was calculated by a weighting method, using the BDK Monte
we see 48 events. compared with the BDK prediction of 46. The QED structure
the prediction of 1418:1:142 events from the BDK Monte Carlo7. Above 9' > 200 mr
the GOPAL codeb). The observed number of events is in excellent agreement with
using the Verrnaseren Monte Carlo5 and full simulation of the OPAL detector with
only significant background comes from the process e*e` —-> e"e`1" T` (24 events,
of which was identified as a muon. After selection cuts ·l462 events remain. The
(and an associated track if G` > 200 mr) and with two other charged tracks, at least one
Singly-tagged events were selectedz with one good electron cluster with E ’> 0.5 E
3. Tw0·ph0t0n to two-muons; measurement of H (QED).
difficulty of measuring P7).
the cross section is dominated by H (see section 9 below for a discussion of the
Experimentally, the tagged energy E ’ is usually a large fraction of E so y is small and
2222?i11+<1— y>m’<.¤,Q>—y&’<x.Q>1 <5>.dE,c;s 9, gij‘4’£
structure functions which can be chosen to be [Q7 and @7
(anti-tagged) then P2~O and the cross section can be expressed in terms of two




But it is well known that the photon at low Q2 and low x behaves more and more like OCR Output
pointlike production of a pair of quarks, as shown in figure 1, there is no problem.
photon centre of mass, see Figure 3. If we assume that the process is the simple
structure function; what angular distribution to use for the outgoing jets in the photon
There is a serious question which besets all experiments to measure the hadronic
make sure that this model is safe we require Wm > 2.5 GeV.
two-photon centre of mass we allow it to hadronise via the Lund string modelll. To
correction for the finite range of PZ . After producing a quark-antiquark pair in the
0. We have used TWOGEN with a QPM formula for @7 (x, Q,P) to obtain a22
allow the value of P2 to range up to about 3 GeV2, though most events are close to P2
function in TWOGEN.) Limitations on the anti-tagging of the unseen lepton actually
programb (The curves for dimuons in Figure 2 were calculated with a QED structure
(QPM is equivalent to QED) and comparing with the results of the Vennaseren
for Q7 (x, Qi ). It has been tested by using a quark-parton—model structure function
TWOGENhas been developed to generate events according to any selected formula10
reproduce every aspect of the detector response. The Monte Carlo program
same simulation program has been used for all other OPAL analyses and tuned to
Carlo sample generated with an if (x, Q2) that agrees with the unfolded result. The
because we compare all possible distributions between the real data and a Monte
understood. We are confident that the detector performance is properly simulated
The unfolding procedure is crucial to the result so all inputs to it must be well
errors and with regularisation to damp down fluctuations.
transforms back into the true variable space, with bins chosen to minimise correlated
the program is presented with the experimental sample of measured events which it
passing through the full detector simulation with losses and mismeasurement. Then
Monte Carlo events, firstly at generator level with true variables, secondly after
experimental shortcomings by presenting it with two versions of the same set of
unfolding pro gram9. The program is taught about the distortions and losses due to
different from xtmc — usually larger. The x distribution is corrected by using Blobel's
the the xvis value, obtained by putting the measured Q2 and WW, values into (2), is
will drop below the minimum selection cut on Wm and not be plotted. This means
mismeasured or lost, neutral clusters may be wrongly matched, and some good events
The Wm distribution differs from the Wwe distribution because tracks may be
<6>.=r/Q Err —<Zr...>2
hadronic system we measure a visible mass
central tracking chambers. Instead of measuring the true invariant mass Wwe of the
two-photon events because they are boosted forwards out of the acceptance of the
(1). But all experiments loose a significant fraction of the final state hadrons from
The tagged quantities E ’ and 9' are well measured, so the value of Q2 is accurate, from
5. Unfolding the hadronic structure function IQ'(x,Q2).
Vermaseren QED Monte Carlo.
yy -—> e*e` or u+u‘), to be compared with 32.7i 4.8 events predicted by the
electron. We see 40 events with an estimated background of 5.1 $2.7 events (mostly
events where the other one of the two non-tag tracks had already been identified as an
energy-loss resolution of the OPAL jet chamber was used to identify muons in tagged
case where one tau decays to e + neutrals and the other to it + neutrals. The dE/dx
Most tau—decay channels are swamped by other two-photon processes, except for the
4. First observation of two-photon to tau pairs?
unfolding program has redistributed the events more equally between the bins and OCR Output
This uses exactly the same data sample and Monte Carlo as Figure 4b, but the
data have been unfolded in logx rather than in x, giving the result shown in figure 5.
lowest x bins of Figure 4b. We have exploited this in the new analysisf where the
for a given <Q2> is much smaller at LEP than it was at PETRA, as can be seen in the
Williams virtual photon spectrum. This means, from (2), that the minimum value of x
hadronic events always runs out at Wmx = E , due to the softness of the Weiszacker
LEP has an advantage over all lower energy experiments. The W distribution for
below ).
higher energy of LEP to get to higher Q2 than previous experiments (see section 6
only used events tagged in the Forward Detector, so we have not yet exploited the
QCD parametrisations also fit these distributions. Our published results have so far
experiments and with the FKP plus VDM curves. Most of the currently accepted
QPM). Figure 4 shows how the data in our two bins of Q2 compares with previous
unfolding, with mc = 1.6 GeV/c2 in the Vermaseren program; QED equivalent to
flavours (the charm contribution having been subtracted from the data before
Once unfolded, I? can be compared with any theoretical prediction with 3 quark
distribution.
to the VMD sample which had been generated with the peripheral angular
experimental distributions is obtained with pt0 = 270 MeV/c in the FKP model added
momentum of 300 MeV/c. The best agreement to the whole set of OPAL
outgoing jets, the other with a "peripheral" distribution with an average transverse
alternative VMD samples were considered, one with a pointlike 9* distribution for the
The angular distribution in 9* is chosen to be pointlike for the QCD sample. Two
had been found by the TPC/2y experimentm to fit well to data at Q 2 < 1.5 GeV2
VMD part is generated using a formula for If, based on the Drell Yan pion, which
in the photon are assumed to behave as if they are in pre-existent bound states. The
cutoff parameter p;° which represents the transverse momentum below which quarks
photon. The QCD part of [Q7 is generated with the "all order" FKP formula13, with a
AMYapproach of generating separate samples for the different components of the12
In preparing the Monte Carlo events for input to the unfolding program we follow the
at given x and Q





function taken - for want of an altemative - from Drell Yan measurements of the pion
a prejexisting hadron, often assumed to be a vector meson (VMD) with a structure
experiment. OCR Output
hadrons gThe unfoldingtere o into the program has
his a lower invisible forward . allowed for thsQfrom the peripheral acceptance for them in our regionThis would be triin the final histogr
stateere
.nfolded data, but t2 region in our unfolding Monte Carlo (VDM events. Because these events are podetector since more of their final ue in any curlAt first sight there should hare deep questions here. FKP plus VDM) has a large nrduced peripherally
be no p
redicts. roblem in confronting the LAC-l cure Remember that the low x and low cotributionfreedom). vwith our
e data do not supp
eneffectively e' the sharp increase o
f F} ordegrees of reeom bfitted to our dstrbutions ‘th
AC-l
.igure 5 is the precton e photon. Chi squared comparisons fdfor LAC—l and 0.66 for the FK? plus iiand so should only be ascribed 2 egrfit < 0.l which L
ere is more information diiof the LAC-l pararnettsatonwith the unfolded points give VDM model (which had dees ofabout the low x behaviour iiw of the parton 40.12 for
oes down of FQ . The sodensities in Zlid curve onQ2 < 8 GeV-z b) much further than the previous
Figure 4. The unfolded hadronic structure ,i8 < Q2 . 30 GeV2. Note in bl that the point from measurement.
function F 2 in two bans OPAL at lowest itdof Q2: a) 4 <
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us a first set of high Q2 measurements, practising for LEP2 (see section 8 below). We OCR Output
regime. And there is a respectable sample of endcap and barrel tags which will give
study the evolution of F g from the hadron—like photon into the truly deep-inelastic
luminometer which covers 1.5 < Q2 < 8 GeV, so we expect to be in a position to2
We are already looking at tagged data from 1993 with the new Silicon-Tungsten
6. Future prospects for i§’(hadr0nic) at LEP1.
region in such models as GS 16 and GRVI
and for LEP2 (section 7 below) where we will be much more sensitive to the low x
data no matter how we analyse it, but for lower Q2 studies at LEP1 (section 6 below)
when testing extreme models like LAC-1, which is in clear disagreement with the
LAC-l would become even larger. We are concemed about this problem not so much
lowering the value of our measured F g in the low x bins, so the disagreement with
course, unfolding with an entirely point like Monte Carlo would have the effect of
contribution in the reference Monte Carlo we are not making a true comparison. Of
they should, when we compare with data unfolded with a VDM peripheral
expect in the high x region where the box diagram of Figure 1 must dominate? If
at low x, where F g rises sharply, have the same point like distribution of 9" which we
distributions in different regions of x and Q?. We may ask; should the LAC-1 events
whether it implicitly contains components whose dynamics would give different 9
1 parametrisation. or for any other theoretical parametrisation of I@_'(x,Q£), is
plotted in Figures 4 and 5 by boosting the low x bins. What is not clear for the LAC
from the LAC-l model is in clear disagreement with the data.
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LAC-1 model
serious background which was not anticipated in 1986. The LEP tagging detectors OCR Output
signal will be very hard to resolve, not just because it is small but because there is a
from @2 alone is only about 1/6 of the contents of the most favourable bin. This
section from [Q7 when E ’< E/2. Even then the H correction to the contribution
but, from equations (4) and (5), there is only a significant contribution to the cross
numerical size of the two structure functions is comparable at accessible values of Q
by the present author in 1986as part of the ECFA study for LEP200. The27
scales in the way predictedby QCD. The experimental possibilities were explored24
There is current theoretical interestin whether the longitudinal structure function26
9. Can H ever be measured?
possible to make a measurement of as
three standard deviations; one of the classic tests of the theory. It may even be
LEP2, so the logarithmic rise predicted by QCD2425 will be established to better than
The errors on the low Q2 bins will shrink substantially with the high statistics at
from Wm to W,,-ue in the unfolding will be less than in the current OPAL sample.)
pessimistic. The hadrons from events at high Q2 are better contained so corrections
an idea of how such a new point would compare with current data. (This is
the fractional error is the same as we find for a similar sample size. See Figure 6 for
a .
The expected logQ2 growth will give a value for LSPY (x,Q)dx of 0.66 t 0.07 - ifLO2
222LEP2, with 500 pb‘1, one expects·3 500 events in a bin with < Q2 >= 450GeV
0a .
-O2the unfolded value of ij;IQ’(x,Q)dx = 0.447 1 0.045 at < Q2 >= 14.7GeV2. At
·2O·21There are just over 500 events in the OPAL bin with 8<Q2<30 GeV2, giving3
8. Testing QCD at LEP2.
xmin= 0.0017LEP2 E = 92 GeV Xmin= 0.0007
xmin= 0.007LEP1 E = 46 GeV xmin= 0.003
<Q2> = $.9 Gev2 <Q2> = 14.7GeV2
Wmax =E; from equation (2).
Table 1. Minimum x values accessible at LEP1 and LEP2, assuming
so far at LEP1. If there is a low x rise in I? it will be seen at LEP2.
Table 1, and the integrated luminosity should reach 10 times what we have analysed
doubled so the minimum accessible value of x will be reduced by a factor of 1/4, see
input shape at Q2=4 which has no low x rise.) At LEP2 the beam energy will be
was only done in our higher Q2 bin because their parametrisation evolves from an
such a rise in [Q7 in either of our bins of Q2 at LEP1. (The comparison4 with LAC-1
HERA has shown·that lQ"’”’°" has a clear rise for x < 0.01. There is no sign of18l9
7. Low x evolution of I? at LEP2.
theories.
publish the data without the charm subtraction and to fit to a much wider range of
(8 < Q2 < 30 GeV2) which is covered by the Forward Detector. Early goals are to
will also add the 1993, '94 and '95 data to reduce the errors on the medium Q2 region
The longitudinal structure function remains difficult. OCR Output
two important tests of the QCD evolution of I? can be made, at low x and at high QZ
significantly higher and lower values, as well as improving our statistics. At LEP2
IQ?. In the time remaining at LEPI we anticipate extending the Q2 range to
lower x values than ever before. allowing us to rule out the LAC-l parametrisatron of
(4 < Q2 < 30 GeV2). The high energy of LEP means that this measurement can go to
measured with comparable precision to previous experiments in the medium Q2 range
photon production of tau pairs. The hadronic IQ structure function has been
confirming theoretical predictions, and the first observation has been made of two
LEPl. The structure function }§'(QED) has been measured in the dimuon channel.
OPAL has shown that there is worthwhile tagged two-photon physics to be done at
10. Conclusions
physics demand for a measurement of PY would have to be very strong.
the straight section. Special detectors could be built to reject this background, but the
see a flux of electrons with about 40% of beam energy, due to beam-gas scattering in
similar in other QCD models. Data from refs. 12. 14. 28. 29. 30. 31.
LEP2. see text. The logarithmic growth is calculated in the FKP model but would be
an additional point at 400 GeV-i representing the estimate of what can be achieved at
Figure 6. Measurements of the evolution of the average value of F 2 with QJ. with
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